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Understanding a Plant-Based Diet 
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There are two overarching terms used to

describe plant-based lifestyles: vegan and

vegetarian. 

Veganism is a diet in which an individual

does not consume meat, dairy products,

eggs, honey, or any product derived from an

animal! it is rising in popularity across the

globe due the numerous health benefits and

environmental co-benefits. 

Vegetarianism is the practice of not

consuming meat or fish. There are several

kinds of vegetarians that exclude various

products from their diets.

What is a
plant-based
diet?
DEFINITION OF TERMS
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Types of
Vegetarians 

OVO-VEGETARIANS

Ovo-vegetarians don't consume meat or dairy

but they do consume eggs. 

LACTO-OVOVEGETARIANS

 This is the most common type of

vegetarianism. People ascribing to this do not

consume meat, but do consume dairy and

eggs.

 

LACTO-VEGETARIAN

Lactovegetarians consume dairy but do not

eat eggs or meat.

POLLOTARIANS/PESCATARIANS

Pollotarians and pescatarians are vegetarians

that consume dairy, eggs and chicken or fish

respectively.
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Types of Vegans 

OVO-VEGETARIANS

DIETARY VEGANS 

Dietary vegans do not eat anything that

comes from animals — besides not eating

meat, they also will not consume foods

produced by animals, such as dairy, eggs, or

honey.

 

 

LIFESTYLE VEGANS 

Lifestyle vegans follow the same eating habits

as dietary vegans, but they also avoid wearing

and using other animal products such as

leather, or beeswax.
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Why Switch to Plant-Based  
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"WE CALCULATED THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE CURRENT
DIET (BASED ON THE WESTERN STANDARD FOR MEAT CONSUMPTION)
AND THE VEGAN DIET FOR EVERY COUNTRY GLOBALLY USING THE
LATEST ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT DATA - THIS INCLUDES EVERYTHING
FROM AGRICULTURE TO FOOD TRANSPORT. 

FOR THE 350,000 PEOPLE EXPECTED TO TAKE PART IN VEGANUARY,
THIS WOULD SAVE AS MUCH GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AS
MOVING 160,000 CARS FROM THE ROAD OR ABOUT 400,000 TO
500,000 SINGLE FLIGHTS FROM LONDON TO BERLIN."

Environmental
Benefits 

Poore, 2020
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https://news.sky.com/story/veganuary-could-save-a-million-animals-in-one-month-charity-says-11898676


Switching to plant-based
cuts down on carbon
emissions 
"The combined GHG emissions of animals bred for their meat was

about 18%... more then cars, planes and all other forms of

transport put together." 

"Livestock farming ranks one of the three greatest sources of

climate change emissions and one of the largest contributors

to environmental degradation."

"Methane is one of the most egregious of greenhouse gases

roughly 25 times more potent at trapping heat than carbon

dioxide."
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The Guardian and BBC

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20190806-how-vaccines-could-fix-our-problem-with-cow-emissions


Reduce Water Usage 9

The  Guardian 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/jan/10/how-much-water-food-production-waste
https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/jan/10/how-much-water-food-production-waste
https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/jan/10/how-much-water-food-production-waste
https://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/jan/10/how-much-water-food-production-waste


Clean up the air with a
plant-based diet 
"Nearly two-thirds of the man-made ammonia -- major
contributor to acid-rain -- is also generated by livestock."

"In addition, concentrated factory farming of animals
contributes to ozone pollution."

"Athletes subjected to air pollution may suffer from
inflamed airways and diminished pulmonary capacity with
resulting respiratory ailments, such as coughing, wheezing
and shortness of breath. Pollution can also impair athletes’
endurance and their ability to focus due to bothersome and
distracting respiratory symptoms."
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The  Guardian and Seattle Pi  

https://education.seattlepi.com/pollution-affecting-athletes-4548.html


Health Benefits for Athletes



General Health 
 Benefits

Vegans and vegetarians

consume less saturated fat &

cholesterol then meat eaters. 

Those that eat a plant-based

diet are more likely to have

lower total cholesterol and

blood pressure. 

Vegans have shown a lowered

risk of heart disease, cancer, and

type 2 diabetes compared to

meat eaters.  

In addition, clear skin and higher

energy levels have also been

reported as beneficial effects of

a plant-based diet! 
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Harvard Health Publishing  

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/vegan-diet-health-environment/
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/vegan-diet-health-environment/


Faster Recovery
Times 

Increased antioxidant consumption within a

plant-based diet also aides in neutralizing

free radical molecules that cause muscle

fatigue and slow recovery.

Meat consumption/high cholesterol leads to

exacerbated inflammation, which in turn

makes recovery from tendon or ligament

injuries a longer process. A plant-based diet

has helped some athletes with this problem. 
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Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine   

https://www.pcrm.org/news/blog/six-reasons-athletes-are-running-toward-vegan-diet
https://www.pcrm.org/news/blog/six-reasons-athletes-are-running-toward-vegan-diet


Heightened
Performance
Intensity

Both vegans and vegetarians present “higher

antioxidant status for vitamin C (ascorbic

acid), vitamin E (tocopherol), and ß-carotene

than omnivores, which might help reduce

exercise-induced oxidative stress” 

Athletes often express suppressed immune

responses and higher levels of upper-

respiratory tract infection due to long-term

stress put on the body. Micronutrients that are

rich in plant based diets effectively

ameliorate this issue, allowing for longer

training sessions and higher intensity

performances.
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Venderley and Campbell, 2006  

https://link.springer.com/article/10.2165/00007256-200636040-00002
https://link.springer.com/article/10.2165/00007256-200636040-00002


Testimonials from Professional
Athletes 
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"Vegan. Vegan strong, that helps a lot. I’ve been a

vegan all year, and I don’t think I’m going back. I feel

good. I recovered well. And that’s pretty much what

it’s all about.” - New England Patriots Quarterback,

Cam Newton

“A lot of people assume that one needs to eat animal

products to gain a lot of muscle mass or sufficient

muscle mass for even power sports, and that’s

definitely been proved false time and time again.”  -

American Ultramarathon Runner Scott Jureck 
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ESPN and Daily Mail   

https://www.livekindly.co/vegan-nfl-players/
https://www.nomeatathlete.com/scott-jurek-interview/
https://www.nomeatathlete.com/scott-jurek-interview/


Being a professional footballer means your diet has to

be absolutely on point, I was already eating less and

less when I started watching documentaries like What

the Health. I realized then that there were athletes out

there that were not just vegetarian, but actually vegan.

So I started researching and found out that a vegan

diet wasn’t just suitable for me, it was actually better

for my body. So I switched.“

 

My ankles which used to get inflamed improved

and I found that I was recovering quicker between

games. Health is not the only reason I’m vegan. It was

ground zero, but now there are other reasons that push

me to do it. The sustainability of the environment and

animal cruelty now motivate me just as much as health.

The way I feel physically and mentally, knowing I’m

doing the right things, makes me really happy to be

a vegan.” 
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Veganuary 

https://plantbasednews.org/culture/hector-bellerin-vegan-diet-full-potential/
https://plantbasednews.org/culture/hector-bellerin-vegan-diet-full-potential/


Nutritional Needs for Athletes
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HIGH CONSUMPTION OF

DAIRY AND EGGS TO

REPLACE LOSS OF

MEAT IN A VEGETARIAN

DIET IS NECESSARY FOR

A VARIETY OF

REASONS. PROTEIN IS

CHIEF AMONG THEM. 

ATHLETES LOOKING TO

GAIN WEIGHT WILL NEED

TO WATCH PROTEIN

INTAKE ESPECIALLY

CLOSELY.

PLANT BASED

SOURCES OF

PROTEIN: 

TOFU, LENTILS, NUTS,

SEEDS, QUINOA, AND

MILK FOR VEGETARIANS

Protein Needs
19



Energy
Requirements 

It is suggested that plant-based athletes

combat a lack of energy density by frequent

meals (5-8 a day) and limit fiber rich foods. 

 

 

The naturally high number of carbohydrates

that come with a plant-based diet optimizes

training and performance for athletes.

However, longer training sessions and

competitions require sustained energy levels. 

 

High fiber, low-energy density meals make it

harder for athletes at all levels to maintain

the energy levels needed for peak

performance in training and competition.

Athletes also need to consume calorically

dense plant-based foods in order to meet

their daily requirements. Some good sources

are: Nuts or nut butters, seeds, oils (avocados)

quinoa, sweet potatoes and rice. 
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Rogerson, 2017

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5598028/


Micronutrient
Requirements 
THESE SPECIFIC NUTRIENTS ARE NOT
FOUND ABUNDANTLY IN PLANT-
BASED SOURCES AND THUS REQUIRE
SPECIFIC ATTENTION FOR ANY
VEGAN DIET 

Calcium 

Iodine

Zinc

Iron

Omega-3 Fats

Vitamins D, K, and

B12
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Calcium is especially

important for youth athletes

to consider, as they are at

higher risk for fractures due

to low calcium intake.

 

Sources: tofu, plant milk,

kale, broccoli, sprouts,

cauliflower, bok choy 

CALCIUM 

Sufficient iodine intake is

crucial in regulating

metabolism. Most plant-

based athletes are deficient

in iodine and it can result in

fatigue and impaired

immunity.

 

Sources: Seaweed, iodized

table salt 

IODINE 

Zinc plays an integral role in

cell growth and protein

metabolism. Zinc deficiency

can result in an impaired

immune system, thus

interfering with training and

athletic performance. 

 

Sources: hemp or pumpkin

seeds, other grains, nuts,

beans 

ZINC
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Omega-3 fats Omega-3 fats are integral for development

of hormones that regulate blood clotting,

contraction and relaxation of artery walls

and inflammation. Therefore, sufficient

Omega-3 fats are key to maintaining

endurance, health, and recovery from injury. 

EPA and DHA come almost exclusively from

fish, therefore supplementation for athletes

may be necessary. 

Some other possible sources are: algal oil,

seaweed (have to be careful though as you

can easily eat too much seaweed, which

can lead to iodine overdose), perilla oil
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Sufficient iron is of particular concern for

female athletes. 

Deficient iron can reduce the ability to

participate in high intensity training sessions

and long term endurance events. Therefore,

iron is critical for an athlete's overall diet plan. 

Sources: Choose wholefood sources instead of

supplements. Try legumes, grains, nuts, seeds,

green veggies 

Some athletes may have deficiencies in iron due to

the lack of bioavailability of iron in some plants.

 

 

 

Iron
24

Rogerson, 2017



Vitamins D & K are also key to a healthy and balanced

diet for any plant-based lifestyle. Sources: Leafy

green vegetables, fortified foods, soy milk, rice milk,

organic orange juice, breakfast cereals

Vitamin B12 is often lacking in plant-based diets,

therefore it requires specific attention when

structuring your meal plan. Sources: animal produces

(vegetarian), fortified breakfast cereals, nutritional

yeasts, soy milk, rice milk.
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This sample meal plan is based on a

3500 calorie diets of a 94kg male

strength athlete. This graphic comes

from Rogerson, 2017. 
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Rogerson, 2017

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5598028/


Taking Action
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Slow
Transition Slowly phase out animal

products from your diet

Start with red meat - it has the
largest carbon footprint - and keep
taking steps

Move on to poultry, then fish, and
then all animal products 

Go as far as you feel comfortable!
Even small changes have
potentially large impacts!  
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Slow
Transition

The journey is easier if you can get advice
from people also going through it. 
 
Find Facebook groups, role models, or
lifestyle bloggers on Instagram or
anywhere online!

Some good athlete based communities: 
Plant Athlete 
Switch 4 Good 
Plantstrong

Find a community 
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https://plantathletic.com/blogs/resources-for-plant-based-athletes/most-influential-organizations-in-the-plant-based-world
https://switch4good.org/
https://switch4good.org/
https://plantstrong.com/


Making a
Delicious
Experience 

Learn vegan recipies or
go out to vegan
restaurants 

Vegan recipes are more then just
salads - look for vegan cookbooks,
peruse Youtube, or check out these
athlete specific bloggers: 

No Meat Athlete
Rich Roll
Scott Jurek Website 

Going out can be vegan too! Simply
reading various vegan menus will
also give you inspiration for your
own recipes. 

Benefits of carpooling to events: 
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https://www.nomeatathlete.com/vegetarian-recipes-for-athletes/
https://www.richroll.com/about/
http://www.scottjurek.com/
http://www.scottjurek.com/


Take the Pledge 
Sign the Pledge

Visit www.GlobalClimatePledge.com to
sign the pledge - it only takes a few
minutes!
The pledge allows you to choose which
sustainable actions you’d like to
incorporate into your life. 

1.

2.

Share the Pledge
Share the pledge with family members,
friends, or other community
organizations..Sharing is easy and can
be done through social media, email, or
text.
A pledge may be an individual
commitment, but encouraging others to
join you establishes a larger community
of people who support each other and
can make a bigger difference.

1.

2.
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http://www.globalclimatepledge.com/


Don't stop here!

Reach out to GCP's Sustainable
Agriculture team for more resources,
ways to make a difference, or with any
questions.

Go to our agriculture webpage to check
out our blog series, & more! 

Don't forget to sign the pledge and join
other individuals around the world who
are making a positive change. 

Contact Us!

GCP Sustainable
Agriculture Webpage

Sign the Pledge
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mailto:faith@usgreenchamber.com
https://www.globalclimatepledge.com/individual-pledge/
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